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STAMPING OPERATIONS

 

 Application Summary 
 

COLLABORATIVE DESIGN 
 

• Enhancing workplace safety 
 

AUTOMATED 
SCRAP HANDLING 

 

• Saved 18 minutes per die change 
 

CENTRALIZED SCRAP
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

 

• Enhancing productivity

TRAVERSING CONVEYORS 
 

• Optimizing plant space

The Situation
A stamping operation at a custom parts manufacturing plant near 
Detroit, Michigan, USA needed to improve their scrap handling 
process. The stamping operation had a 1,000 ton press and required 
die changes 7 to 9 times per shift. The plant ran 3 shifts over a 6 
day period. There was no underground pit; therefore all of the scrap 
came off the press onto conveyors that were manually placed into 
position at ground level. The power source for the conveyors would lie 
on the production floor in the path of workers and other plant staff. In 
addition, the scrap would fall off of the conveyors during the stamping 
operation, relying on workers to manually pick up sharp metal pieces. 
For a die to be changed, the series of conveyors needed to be 
disconnected from power, manually moved to a temporary staging 
location, then the bolster had to be hoisted into place, and finally the 
series of conveyors moved back into place and re-connected to the 
power source. This labor –intensive, manual process took 20 to 30 
minutes per die change and cut into production time, was not safe for 
workers, and added unnecessary costs to the operating budget. 

Mobile Conveyor Helps a 
High-Volume Stamping 
Operation Improve Production 
and Increase Safety.

PRAB’s Z-style steel belt mobile conveyor will traverse from the front of the press to enable a new bolster and die to be rolled into the press. 
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the press. This allows the old die to be removed from the press and 
the new die put into place. When the conveyor is in operation, all of the 
scrap is collected on the steel belt conveyor and carried up over head 
in an enclosed frame. The scrap is safely discharged from a shielded 
shoot into a scrap bin. The bin is hauled away when full to an outside 
container using fork lifts. 

The Result
The Traversing Steel Belt Conveyor from PRAB cut the die 
change process by 50% and operating costs by an average of 
12 to 18% per job. Plant safety was also improved because 
electrical connections were removed from all walk-ways, and 
scrap did not have to be manually handled. The reduction in 
labor for die-change allowed operators to train in other areas 
of the plant operations.

The Goal
The goal of the stamping facility was to have a permanent conveying 
system that would allow for the die to be changed easily, increase the 
efficiency and accuracy of scrap collection, and provide a safe work 
environment for all employees. 

The Outcome
A custom engineered a 6” Pitch Traversing Steel Belt Conveyor that 
spanned 50’ and lifted the stamping scrap 13’ safely to a bin.

The conveyor is operated with a hand control that moves the conveyor 
across a rail system which is securely anchored to the floor. The 
conveyor moves 23 feet at a rate of 15 fpm and handles 20,000 
lb/hr of metal stamping scrap.  At the conveyor movement- cycle 
completion, the start of the conveyor is completely out of the way of 
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ABOUT PRAB
PRAB is a leading manufacturer of engineered conveyors, chip and fluid 
management, and wastewater systems. Its customized solutions automate 
metal handling, reduce labor costs, reclaim and recycle expensive cutting 
fluids, and maximize return on recycling metals. Engineering expertise 
is honed by thousands of installations for the world’s leading OEMs and 
suppliers, PRAB continuously improves material handling, housekeeping 
and compliance to environmental rules and regulations within the automotive, 
aerospace, medical, electronics, defense, and energy markets. For more 
information about PRAB visit prab.com

PRAB’s custom steel belt conveyor is mounted on wheels to traverse an I-beam rail system that runs parallel 
to the press. PRAB engineered a bracket system that captures the wheels to ensure the conveyor is stable.

Traversing Steel Belt Conveyor


